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Ah February, we have now reached the middle of summer, the temperature is becoming incredibly hot,
many of the plants around the island are starting to wilt as we go on for more than a month without
any rain. However, on a lighter note, the kiwi are, fortunately, still  doing well  here as most are in
relatively  good condition.  This  would,  most  likely  be  due  to  the  high  number  of  insects  that  are
currently roaming around on the island. 
In the meantime, while I continue to do my rain dances to bring us some much needed rain, here is all
the latest information from the island.

Visitors and Volunteers
• It has certainly been a bit of a quiet month so far with just our monthly volunteers coming over

for a brief stint. Thanks to their help we worked on improving the all-weather track, (which
goes from the Manager's house down to the cement works ruins) by filling in some of the stairs
and revamping the track with more gravel.

• With the help of my dad we set up seven new polycarbonate sheets on the back
porch of the house which will help to protect the washing machine and the new
inverter from the elements.

• A Hubands contractor was back over on the island to finish off some loose jobs with the new
power system and to add labels to all the new equipment.

Flora and Fauna

• On Sunday the 16th we held our first kiwi release for the year. With the help of Todd and Bill
(Backyard Kiwi), Rolf (NRC), Julia (DOC) Adam (Bream Head Conservation Trust) we set out
early in the morning to round up the five birds that were due to come off the island, Hancock,
Kaitiaki (named by the Deaf Action Group) Taonga Puiaki (named by Northpower), Kohi and
Jemima. While most of the birds were relatively easy to catch, Hancock decided that she really
did not want to leave the island and cozyed herself in the middle of a large patch of flaxes
which was also covered in the horrid blackberry. After trying to find the bird for half-an-hour
with the whole team and, unfortunately, two wasp stings for me, we finally managed to find her
and with no time left to lose, headed back to Onerahi in time for the whakawātea which went
without a hitch. 
Later on that evening we released the birds at Porirua Bay where about 400 people turned up
for the event to catch a glimpse of the kiwis being released.

The whakawātea and The release



• I have been doing a bit of work on replacing the solar panels that were being used to power
the grey faced petrel automatic caller. So far one of the panels is down and the other is on its
way. They will be replaced with a couple of the panels that were taken from the house’s old
system and should, hopefully recharge the battery for the caller. 

• The tracking cards were set up this month and after being left out for five nights the results
showed large and small invertebrates on most of the cards, with mice numbers being vastly
reduced, showing only a 14% tracking rate thanks to the work of the volunteers who helped
out with the mouse bust last year. Similar to the last few times tracking cards were placed,
there were no signs of stoats or rats.

• In  a new attempt to try to determine the presence stoats  on the island I  have set  up trail
cameras in  areas around the island with meat bait left in front of the cameras to attract any
possible predators. After being placed for a couple of days the cameras are checked and then
moved to a new location. Currently no animals have been caught on footage.

Trapping
• So far catch rates have been relatively low with rats and mice occasionally being caught around

the buffer zone traps, however Hayley caught the first stoat of the year over on Knight Island. 
• We are temporarily changing the DOC200 baits from salted rabbit over to eggs as the salted

rabbit was drying up in just a couple of days after it was placed in the traps, making them quite
ineffective. 

Other Information
• Since some of our older lifejackets have been falling apart due to their age I have added in

some new ones for the Petrel (Tua Toru). 

• We also brought the blade for the tractor out of retirement and, as many of the bolts and pins
had rusted in place so it took us a bit of work to get it in working order again. Having it back in
use has been tremendous as it makes re-digging some of the boat ramps around the island a
breeze of a job. 



Upcoming Events
• The next volunteer day will be on Wednesday 4 March pickup 9am at the Onerahi Jetty

• We will be looking at doing a follow up mouse bust in Autumn - late April/early May. More
information will be provided in the next report or on our Facebook page. 

A beautiful sunset I just had to capture

All the Best
Darren
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